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Bedouin Press. Paperback. Condition: New. 400 pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x 6.0in. x 1.0in.In the nottoo-distant future, freedom is just a word that you willingly trade for a dozen donuts, based on the
dubious promise that you can eat what you want and never gain weight. You can also take drugs
with no ill effects or call a friend while surfing the web without a phone or computer. All this and
more will be yours following the simple installation of a P-Chip in your brain. After botching the
arrest of the governors son in Los Angeles, Commander Jake Travissi is banned from law
enforcement. The workaholic homicide cop spirals into depression. . . until he is given a rare
second chance. The price Volunteer for chip implantation and join Homeland Securitys
experimental Enhanced Unit. The grisly assassination of a prominent Nobel Laureate brings the
newly formed Unit on the scene to investigate. But as the body count rises, Jake begins to realize
that his actions, and even his thoughts, are not his own. Fighting to regain control of his own State
of Mind, Jake finds himself embroiled in a global conspiracy to enslave the human race! State of
Mind is a...
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Reviews
This published book is wonderful. It is one of the most incredible book we have go through. I realized this pdf from my i and dad advised this book to learn.
-- Felicia Heidenreich
An incredibly awesome publication with perfect and lucid reasons. It can be writter in simple phrases and not confusing. I am just delighted to let you
know that this is actually the very best publication i actually have study during my very own lifestyle and could be he best publication for actually.
-- Paula Gutkowski
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